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Brand New Book. Praise for The Poet s Funeral. In this delicious
sendup of the book trade.the author lampoons everything
from the overstuffed collector s editions to the self-importance
of critics and the self-interest of publishers and agents. -
Publishers Weekly starred review At the annual convention of
the American Booksellers Association, everything goes wrong.
Julia Child s cooking demonstration in the Random House aisle
catches fire. A top New York editor catches a pie in the face.
Invitations to the most exclusive publisher s party are stolen
and all the wrong people show up. Worse, Heidi Yamada-the
world-famous poet-is found dead, spread over the late Elvis
Presley s king-sized bed. It s all caught on film by a busy
photographer from Publishers Weekly, a woman soon
kidnapped. When the Las Vegas police shrug their shoulders,
Guy Mallon-Heidi s first publisher (and a discarded lover)-
wonders what to do. Poor Guy. He s a book man from Santa
Barbara who, despite the success of fellow residents Ross
Macdonald and Sue Grafton, never felt inspired to be a sleuth.
But he...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like the way the
author create this ebook.
-- R ebeka h B ecker-- R ebeka h B ecker

The ebook is easy in read through preferable to understand. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never
hard to understand. I realized this publication from my dad and i encouraged this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Fa usto Jenkins Sr .-- Dr . Fa usto Jenkins Sr .
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